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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report focuses on the following questions:




How do practitioners and stakeholders feel that spatial planning, district level licensing and
the future plans for net gain operate?
What do practitioners and stakeholders feel potential links with ELMs could be?
What do practitioners and stakeholders feel potential barriers/issues could be?

Local authority planners, developers and a district licence provider were asked for their views in a
series of semi-structured interviews. Themes were identified and all interviewees were consulted on
these and the recommendations.
KEY FINDINGS
1. Planning practitioners were open to, and enthusiastic about, linking up with ELMS
particularly through the development of Local Plans.
2. A key area of link up between ELMS and other processes was identified as green
infrastructure
3. A ‘masterplan’ which lays out a geographically specific mapping of issues and opportunities
was suggested. If the scale of the processes were outside of the local authority boundaries
this masterplan would require cooperation between authorities.
4. There is a danger that processes such as district licensing, net gain and ELMS compete
and/or are delivered inappropriately or overlap which could potentially result in double
funding. Locally agreed spatial prioritisation and agreed information sharing could address
this?
5. While net gain and district licensing present opportunities to landowners, this comes with an
administrative burden which may privilege those with the time and professional skills over
others whose land may be best placed, but who lack the time and confidence to enter
contractual agreements.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY TEST AND TRIAL FUTURE WORK
Take feedback from planners (alongside landowners and the local community) about the strengths
and weaknesses of the spatial prioritisation currently underway.
Take further input from developers (only 1 interviewed for this process because of Covid 19
lockdown issues).
Ask a range of farmers whether they would prefer separate contracts and funding sources, or an
integration with these and ELMs to create a central pot/contractual agreement.
Investigate what the legal and financial barriers would be to integrating net gain, district licensing
with ELMs and other sources.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF THIS PROJECT
It will be essential to ensure different environmental enhancements such as net gain and district
licensing are regularly mapped, updated to enable easy cross checking during ELMs delivery.
There is a question around capacity. With increasingly limited funds do local planning authorities
have the resources to undertake complex, collaborative spatial planning work adequately? Ideally
this would be investigated on a national basis.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE TEST AND TRIAL
Cuckmere and Pevensey’s Environmental Land Management trial has three objectives:
Objective 1: Identify priorities for an Environmental Land Management Scheme in the catchment.
We will work collaboratively with local bodies, organisations and communities. The priorities will
attempt to join up natural capital, spatial planning and issues affecting local people and reflect the
aims of Defra’s 25 Year Plan.
Objective 2: We will identify and work with 20 local farmers to develop land management plans that
deliver ELM priorities. We will engage with farmers and farm advisors to devise holding plans which
record the potential of the farm business, how the farm could contribute to local priorities and how
they think this should be done. During this process we will seek the views of farmers and farm
advisors to understand the skills, knowledge and advice that is required to deliver ELMS.
Objective 3. We will consider how a locally led organisation, like a Catchment Partnership, could
deliver ELMS. We will ask farmers and farm advisors what their preferences are for delivery. We will
identify potential funding streams, for example water companies, charitable trusts, developer
contribution including net gain and district licensing, and investigate the potential for delivering this
funding coherently alongside or within ELMS.
THE CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY LEVELS CATCHMENT PARTNERSHIP
The trial will be delivered by the Catchment Partnership. The Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels
Catchment Partnership is a strong collaborative group which has developed over five years.
Membership includes: local authorities, water companies, national agencies such as Environment
Agency and Natural England, the local Wildlife Trust, Rivers Trust and ornithological trust,
community groups, farmer groups, interest groups such as anglers and local artists. The group has
strong attendance at quarterly meetings. The test and trial proposal has been developed by the
partnership group.
http://www.cplcp.org.uk/
THE PROJECT AREA: CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY CATCHMENT
The Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels catchment covers about 50,000 ha and covers land within
Wealden, Rother and Eastbourne districts. At the centre of the area is the Pevensey Levels Site of
Scientific Interest – one of the most significant wetland sites in the UK. Recent assessment of the
economic value of the area for the local community concluded that it delivers £17 million of benefit
to the local community through biodiversity, food production, recreation and protecting the main
road and train transport links from flood risk (Environment Agency and Natural England, 2014).
The catchment around the site provides water to the local community and also presents flood risk
and resilience opportunities – particularly in the face of climate change. Outside of the Pevensey
Levels SSSI there are also significant areas of important habitats including species rich grassland,
woodland, wet grassland and open water. 150,000 people live in the area and many more visit.
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Approximately 20,000 new houses are planned in the area – 11,000 in Wealden, 5000 in Eastbourne
and 3000 in Rother. All three Local Plans focus on sustainable water use and drainage, public access
to greenspace and linking up and enhancing existing areas of biodiversity.

QUESTIONS THIS RESEARCH AIMS TO ADDRESS AND THEIR CONTEXT IN THE PROJECT
This element of the project aims to provide a basis for future work addressing the following:
How do you blend different funding sources, eg net gain, water company investments, and district
level licensing funding regimes with ELM funding to support the greatest and most efficient public
benefit?
How can an integrated catchment/landscape scale plan be developed across the range of 25 Year
Environment Plan outcomes (natural capital, spatial planning and issues affecting local people)?
During the process of the project we identified that before the above questions could be addressed
we needed to ask a series of precursor questions to build an evidence base. These are:


How do practitioners and stakeholders feel that spatial planning, district level licensing and
the future plans for net gain operate?



What do practitioners and stakeholders feel potential links with ELMs could be?



What do practitioners and stakeholders feel potential barriers/issues could be?
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METHODOLOGY
Two approaches were adopted:
A. Information was gathered on key processes (which is summarised in the results). The
information was suggested by practitioners and experts.

B. A series of interviews with planners, delivery bodies and developers was undertaken. In
advance of the interviews, interviewees were provided with some basic information on the
test and trial and ELMs (appendix A). The interviews were semi-structured and based on the
following questions:
a. Do you think that planning policy/ development should influence priorities for
environmental priorities on farmed land?
b. How would you like to see ELMs – environmental benefits on farmed land - fit with
development/planning?
c. What are the issues/barriers to this?
Most of these were completed during lockdown. Ideally the interviews would have been recorded,
transcribed and coded but this was not within the scope of the project. Notes were taken during the
interviews (Appendix B). The themes from the interviews were grouped in an affinity diagram (see
results). Interviewees were then asked to comment on the results and conclusion and their
comments were incorporated. This process is part of the collaborative approach developed by the
Partnership which is detailed in a report and presentation to Defra1. Interviewees/subjects are
effectively co-authors of the results.

A NOTE ON POSITIONALITY
The nature of this trial is that it does not and cannot replicate academic research. The project is
carried out by the Catchment Partnership and on behalf of the Catchment Partnership. The subjects
of much of the research are organisations and individuals within the partnership. The strength and
weakness of the project is that some of the researchers and subjects are well known to each other.
The strength of this approach is that trust, mutual respect and shared understanding have been
developed so that there is a frankness and depth to the responses. The weakness of this approach is
that objectivity adopted in academic research is not achievable. To address this, the collaborative
approach has been used as described above.

1

Cuckmere and Pevensey Collaboration powerpoint and recorded presentation and Cuckmere and Pevensey
Milestone 1 report.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS UNDERTAKEN:
6 detailed interviews undertaken including:




4 planners
1 developer body
1 district level licensing delivery body

Further information offered by: net gain, planning and district licensing delivery leaders in Natural
England, National Farmers’ Union and the County Council.
Themes emerging from these interviews were organised into an affinity diagram (see figure 1).
We had hoped to consult with a wider group of developers (East Sussex Developers Group) and were
booked into a meeting to present and take feedback from them. This meeting was cancelled due to
the Covid 19 lockdown.
KEY SOURCES OF INFORMATION IDENTIFIED:
National Planning Policy Framework
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file
/810197/NPPF_Feb_2019_revised.pdf
Section 106 agreements
https://www.local.gov.uk/pas/pas-topics/infrastructure/s106-obligations-overview
Biodiversity Net Gain
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/biodiversity-net-gain-updating-planningrequirements
District Level Licensing
https://naturespaceuk.com/district-licensing-scheme/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/great-crested-newts-district-level-licensing-schemes
Biodiversity duty (Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act, 2006)
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/biodiversity-duty-public-authority-duty-to-have-regard-toconserving-biodiversity
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Spatial
planning

Biodiversity
Net Gain

District Level
licencing

National Policy Framework lays
out the requirements for
strategic polices which deliver:
housing, key services
infrastructure and green
infrastructure.

Uncertanty by practitioners
because relatively new concept
yet to be incorporated into
local plans. Enshrined in the
Environment Bill (making way
through Parliament).

Aims to preserve and enhance
great crested newt populations
- a protected species
principally by conserving
existing ponds and creating
new ones.

Practitioners felt the strongest
link with ELMS was through
green infrastructure and water
services provision

Practicitioners draw
comparisions with section 106
agreements and point out the
difficulties of these being
delivered on private land, ie
the need for certainty and
specific timeframes.

Surveys and maps where great
crested newts and ensures
these area are conserved.

Green infrastructure includes
biodiveristy, ie potential
nature recovery networks,
accessible natural greenspace
and climate change mitigation.
ELMS could offer land
management to support this.

Potential for
clashes/unintended
consequences. On and offsite
delivery needs to be mapped
alongside other priorities to
deliver effectively.

Maps potential for additional
great created newt habitat
which can be used to mitigate
development impacts which is
then funded by development
and delivered by an
independent body.

Water Services - water and
impact of sewerage discharge
limit development in the area.
ELMS could offer land
management to mitigate and
address these issues.

Potential for off site delivery to
be double funded by ELMS if
not well mapped/checked.

Potential income source for
farmers who have suitable land
who could be paid for pond
creation and management.

Practitioners noted that
agricultural land is not a land
use covered by planning policy
and that the impact of loss of
farmland (to development) is
generally not included in
sustainability appraisals

Independent body delivering
pond creation effective
becuase single purpose. But
not necessarily coordinated
with local farm
advice/advisors.

The geography of
infrastructure does not fit
within a local authority area necessity of cooperation
between both local authorities
and collaboration with private
landowners.

Potential for
clashes/unintended
consequences, ie ponds in the
wrong places, if not mapped
alongside other priorities.

Figure 1. Affinity diagram of themes
Suggested join up between
ELMS/spatial planning through
spatial prioiritisation. A
'masterplan' shared by both
processes developed through
process suggested above.
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Potential for double funding of
pond creation of management
between ELMS and district
level licensing if not well
mapped/checked.

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
JOINING UP PLANNING/ELMS THROUGH SHARED SPATIAL PRIORITISATION PROCESSES
Planning practitioners were open to, and enthusiastic about, linking up with ELMS particularly
through the development of Local Plans.
A key area of link up between ELMS and other processes was identified as green infrastructure –
which, in the view of planners, encompasses biodiversity, access and climate change mitigation, and
water resource management. It was acknowledged that the scale on which these processes operate
may not fit with local authority boundaries.
A ‘masterplan’ which lays out a geographically specific mapping of issues and opportunities was
suggested
“holistic detailed plan which functions and operates around agreed principles”.
If the scale of the processes were outside of the local authority boundaries this masterplan would
require cooperation between authorities (which is already a requirement within the National
Planning Policy Framework described as the ‘Duty to Cooperate’). They did, however, note that Local
Plans of the three authorities in the test and trial area are all at different stages – but also that
shared spatial prioritisation could still be developed. One respondent observed that the Duty to
Cooperate should produce outcomes that are, perhaps, greater than the sum of their
parts. Potential barriers to cooperation could come where priorities are less well aligned and where
local information is not shared
The ‘masterplan’ could be developed in collaboration with private landowners. This would be
necessary if private landowners were to provide opportunities for aspects of green infrastructure
and water resource management on their land. This masterplan could underpin the development of
Local Plans.
It should be noted that the one developer interviewed was unenthusiastic about the concept of a
masterplan which they saw as limiting the scope of development but equally they wanted certainty
on what could take place on land once it had been identified for development and which such a plan
would support.
The Local Nature Partnership has already developed county scale natural capital planning strategy
which could serve as a useful basis, with this in turn is being used to inform this Test and Trial’s
spatial prioritisation.
http://sussexlnp.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Natural-Capital-InvestmentStrategy_ADOPTED_Final_Dec2019.pdf
A potential barrier to developing initiatives (like those described above) is the pressure on and
reported resource limitations of local planning teams. There is a perception that development
control, ie case-by-case planning is prioritised over spatial planning.

RECOMMENDATION
Take feedback from planners (alongside landowners and the local community) about the strengths
and weaknesses of the spatial prioritisation currently underway for this Test and Trial. What would
the Local Plan process require? How could these two spatial prioritisation processes work alongside
each other or be combined?
Take further input from developers (only 1 interviewed for this process because of Covid 19
lockdown issues).
The issue of capacity to incorporate green infrastructure, as well as forthcoming initiatives like net
gain and district licensing, within local planning authorities needs to be further investigated. (Ideally
this would be undertaken nationally although this project can investigate locally.)
UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES/ENSURING THE BEST POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT
Planning, net gain, district licensing and ELMs all offer the opportunity to develop and in some cases
fund environmental enhancements but they also present challenges if seen as competing processes.
Discussions with the district licensing provider indicated that they would prefer separate delivery in
order to ensure that their requirements were met. Their mapping exercise for great crested newt
conservation was separate from other mapping, for instance by the Local Nature Partnership
although they were consulting with key non-governmental organisations like the Wildlife Trust and
other key contacts such as the County Ecologist. Net gain delivery processes could present the same
issues.
Most land presents a range of possibilities for environmental enhancements and balancing one
enhancement against another is sometimes not clear cut. There are recent cases, however, which
demonstrate what happens when a single driver is not balanced against other environmental needs,
e.g. Nestle’s tree planting to mitigate water quality on chalk grassland2. At the most basic level, good
information sharing and local knowledge and consultation could help to avoid such conflicts. Ideally
a spatial prioritisation process in which all parties and the local community were involved would
address this. (there are a number of tools being developed to identify and evaluate benefits from
alternative land management interventions. Some of these will be reviewed in the spatial
prioritisation element of our T&T)
RECOMMENDATION
Consider this aspect during the spatial prioritisation process which is ongoing in this trial.
REPLICATION/DOUBLE FUNDING
Similar to the above point, separate sources of environmental enhancement could create the
opportunity for double funding, e.g. ponds created by district licensing also being funded through
ELMs. Present agri-environmental schemes ask applicants to ensure that no other funding has been

2

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/nestles-trees-pulled-up-to-save-flowers-lg7x0gctm
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given but in the medium or long term, as land changes hands for instance, relying on landowner
reassurance could be difficult.
RECOMMENDATION
It will be essential to ensure different environmental enhancements are regularly mapped, updated
and are made publically and freely available through easy to access geographical information
systems to enable easy cross checking during ELMs delivery. This is outside the scope of this project.

EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT DELIVERY
While net gain and district licensing present opportunities to landowners, this comes with an
administrative burden which may privilege those with the time and professional skills over others
whose land may be best placed, but who lack the time and confidence to enter contractual
agreements.
RECOMMENDATION
Ask a range of farmers if they would enter these agreements; what would hold them back; whether
they would prefer separate contracts and funding sources, or an integration with these and ELMs to
create a central pot/contractual agreement. We have sent 630 farmers in our Test and Trial area this
question and will report back as soon as possible.
Investigate what the legal and financial barriers would be to integrating net gain, district licensing
with ELMs and other sources. To be undertaken later in the Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels Test and
Trial.
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APPENDIX A – INFORMATION ABOUT ELMS GIVEN TO PLANNERS

Future Environmental Land Management Scheme and Development/planning
Summary





Agri-environment will directed and controlled by the UK government after the
transition period ends.
70% of land in the UK is farmed.
Agri-environment is, and will continue to be, the most significant source of funding
for environmental objectives on private land.
In the last 25 years there has been no join-up between agri-environment and the
planning system.

Background
At present the UK government spends about £4 billion a year on farm subsidy under the Common
Agricultural Policy (CAP). The Agriculture Bill currently going through Parliament lays out what the UK
will do post Brexit. The Government are committed to continuing current levels of farm payments but
these payments will be delivered through a new programme called the Environmental Land
Management Scheme which is a form of agri-environment scheme. This scheme will be piloted in
2021 and start in earnest in 2024.
Defra want this scheme to be innovative and developed ‘bottom up’. They have commissioned about
40 test and trial projects to work on ideas for the scheme. In a nutshell ELMS will encourage farmers
to enter a funded contract to deliver Defra’s 25 year plan:









Clean air
Clean and plentiful water
Thriving plants and wildlife
Reducing harm from environmental hazards like flooding and pollution
Using resources more sustainably and efficiently
Enhancing beauty, heritage and engagement
Mitigating and adapting to climate change
Enhancing biosecurity, eg tackling invasive non natives

Agri-environment schemes have been around for about 25 years. In the past the priorities delivered in
these schemes were set by national and statutory agencies on a character area basis – so there is no
link or reference for to the planning system.

Cuckmere& Pevensey Catchment Partnership Environmental Land Management test and trial
The catchment partnership started an ELMS trial in Dec 2019 which has three key objectives.
Objective 1: Identify ELMS priorities joining up natural capital, spatial planning and issues affecting
local people and reflect the aims of Defra’s 25 Year Plan.
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Objective 2: Work with local farmers to develop land management plans that deliver the above
priorities.
Objective 3. Consider how a locally-led organisation, like a catchment partnership, could deliver
ELMS and how different funding streams, for example water company, charitable trusts, developer
contribution (net gain and district licensing) could potentially be delivered alongside it.

How can you help? – We are looking for your experience, expertise and advice.
Do you think that planning policy/ development should influence priorities for environmental
priorities on farmed land?

How would you like to see ELMS – environmental benefits on farmed land - fit with
development/planning?

What are the issues/barriers to this?

Rather than write down answers I suggest that I phone you and take your feedback that way
(unless you would prefer otherwise).
To give you a picture of farm land locally – everything blue in the map below (which happens
to be the land around Hailsham) is farmland receiving some kind of subsidy at the moment.
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APPENDIX B. STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS – FEB – MAY 2020

Planning officer A – comments made in person
Strongest link with private/farmed land is with the green infrastructure policy in the local
plan – farmers could offer access opportunities close to and adjacent to the urban area.
Planning officer B – on the phone
There is a policy cross over between farming and planning in relation to infrastructure. For
example farming has an impact on water quality and can impact on flooding. The public
goods which farming can contribute could feed into the sustainability appraisal element of
Local Plans and could form part of the scoping report for the framework which could include
farming.
There is also an issue of loss of farming land for site allocation. We don’t measure how the
rural economy is impacted by loss of farmland, ie the impact on farming business of using
available farm land. We could consider the ambitions for farming in the local area and how
are they reflected in the Local Plan.
There is also a link between farming and climate change strategies and adaptation - which
needs to be captured in spatial policy.
Link up with ELMs specifically could be through green infrastructure planned into urban
area. How the farmed land could provide access at the edges/countryside gaps.
One issue which could prevent link up is that plans are worked over different time
timescales than ELMs with 5 year reviews.
Secondly, using funding from 106 agreements would be difficult because of the intricacies of
the legislation – but may not be impossible.
Planning officer C
Agriculture is not a land use covered within spatial plans.
Key links would be biodiversity net gain and creating rich biodiverse area – linking corridors.
Green infrastructure requirements – improving access and creating access within spatial
plan which provide multifunctional greenspace for biodiversity and green infrastructure.
Climate change and increased flooding will form a big part of future spatial plans.
Suggests a masterplan which links up ELMs planning and spatial planning. Described by
interviewee as “the holy grail of plan making”. When questioned on this and what this
masterplan should include - holistic detailed plan which functions and operates around
agreed principles.
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Should include:
How people would move around the area and what forms of transport.
Detailed plan of what you expect local area to look like, ie landscape and biodiversity.
Water movement, availability and quality.
To address the issue of working on private land there would need to be a statement of
common ground between landowners/spatial plan which could include what their role
could be. In order for it to be comprehensible it would have to be clearly and visually laid
out – most people struggle with high level policy documents.
Masterplan would form the basis of a duty to cooperate – across council administrate
boundaries. It would sit below and within Local Plan policies and could also form its own
Supplementary planning document.
Barriers to producing this:
 the duty to cooperate between LPAs where this does not occur
 the shrinking resource within LPA policy teams
Planning Officer D
Key link up with ELMS could be The spatial priorities of ELMs offer a functional geography – how different aspect of areas
function outside of the council lines.
How people access and use green infrastructure tied in with hydrology and biodiversity.

District licencing provider for Great crested newts (GCN)
Planning authorities hold the licence for GCN licensing instead of developer.
Natural England’s original plan was for planning authorities to hold licence. One stop shop
model. No one could persuade planning authorities to take on the licence so a hybrid
scheme called district level licensing was created and administered by Natural England. Our
service (ANONYMISED) provides an alternative to this. We are now working with 2020
planning authorities.
District level licensing begins with thorough survey through eDNA, ie through water testing.
The survey is used to create two maps: impact risk maps which mark out where the newts
are in five zones. The second is a conservation strategy for where pond creation can take
place.
When designing the scheme we work with the planning authority ecologist to identify where
GCN are, what the connectivity of their habitat is and where we would want to target
funding. Spatial plans are at heart of everything. They lay out preferred target area in each
planning authority. Our delivery partners – Newt conservation partnership - do delivery ((of
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pond creation)) and use the maps to target pond creation zones on the ground. The
targeting involves local Wildlife Trusts and non-governmental organisations (NGOs).
INTERVIEWER QUESTION: Do you integrate maps into all the other initiatives going on.
Yes we do. Local conservation sector are consulted first.
INTERVIEWER QUESTION: Doesn’t that mean that ponds are created on NGO land rather
than in the most suitable places? What happens where there is relatively little wildlife
trust/RPSB/nature reserve land and it isn’t in the right places?
To an extent it means that we start with low hanging fruit but where GCN conservation can’t
be delivered by NGOs we work across farmed landscape as well.
The delivery side of the conservation strategy ((pond creation)) is done by Newt
Conservation Partnership and it is up to them go out and talk to farmers about delivering
ponds and negotiate price for delivery and 25 year maintenance contract 5 year rolling cut
off.
The ponds are built in advance of planning development.
To demonstrate scale of initiative – receiving 800K per annum in the Midlands spread
across 6 planning authorities approx. 50K per planning authority

Developer A
Responsible for developing and building business space because market for
office/workspace creation has failed locally. Business needs to be closer to urban planning –
shorter commutes.
Allocation generated by local spatial planning. Necessity of delivering work places alongside
housing. Infrastructure development alongside the road scheme and adjacencies of
common service routes. Boundaries of development make no sense for development
Masterplan is control from the wrong end. Uses as a means of control after development is
allocated.
Land management strategies should be informing planning process – as you consider the
allocations not afterwards. Resolve a competitions between remaining uses.
Land categorisation plan which integrates the uses between the rural and urban fringes uses
the ELMs funding. Not much there to incentivise the farmers to, for instance, integrate
access (differential between potential income from selling land and making it available for
access biodiversity, flood storage etc).
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-

-

Around the edge of the urban areas – if there is land recognised as being the
transition between the urban and countryside setting that would be useful and going
wider out in the countryside.
Very broad brush about where development could go – identify and prepare land.
Agricultural grading -

Planning system is less or should be less controlling and more enabling and should offer
more certainty at site allocation stage.
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